INVENTORY

NOTE: Materials marked * are in the Pritchard set and materials marked @ are in the National Archives.

Materials placed in numbered folders for protection and ease of retrieval.

1. Folder of prosecution notes on questions for and cross-examination of Tojo

2. A series of "Special Studies"
   Includes: #1 2 copies
   #2     "
   #3     "
   #4 2 copies
   #5     "
   #6     "
   #7     "
   #8
   #9
   #10

3. # 11
   12
   13
   14
   15
   16
   17 & cover memo re distribution
   18
   19


5. Memo: "Miscellaneous Items Concerning the Military Police" "Ishida, Otogora"

6. Variety of documents dealing with Mitsumasa Yonai, including:
   Bio and exhibit list in reference to Yonai, Mitsumasa;
   handwritten notes re: Yonai;
   IPS Doc.No. 2999-D;
   Summary of Yonai's expected testimony;
   Doc.No. 2044;
   One paragraph quote with "Yonai No.1" at top of page;
   Copy of an affidavit by Yonai;
   Doc.No.3150;
   Memorandum on Defense Witness - Yonai, testifying for Hata

7. One colored "Japan Road Map" dated 1945

9. General memos on and lists of the "Special Studies". Special Study #20 & #21

10. Rough Draft of Hata Summation


13. "Report From China, Bacteria Warfare" and cover memos. (5 copies)

14. "Report From China, Opium and Narcotics Trade in Japanese Occupied Territory". (2 copies)

15. Collection of "Affidavits - Witnesses China"


17. Correspondence, maps, statements, notes and other materials apparently used by Sutton in the preparation of the Report in file #13.

18. Misc. correspondence regarding statements of witnesses.

19. "Notes taken by G. Osmond Hyde at Conference with Mr. Brown on January 8, 1945."


21. "Report From China, Atrocities Against Civilians 'The Rape of Nanking'"


23. Folder entitled "Nuernberg Findings" containing several copies of a memo responding to Frank S. Tavenner, Jr.'s memo on "Nurnberg Rulings Which Might be Utilized to Expedite Trial".

24. Notes of the Rebuttal Committee meetings and discussions.

26. "Memorandum: ... Subject: Former Chinese POW's and Interned Laborers Here in Tokyo as Witnesses"


28. Casualty list of Airmen executed in Nagoya on 12 July 1945.


30. Contents of what appears to be a working file on Sawada, Shigeru a witness for Hata. Includes: motion to withdraw exhibit no. 3934, summary of record, affidavits, handwritten notes, Doc. Nos. 3030-C, 1379, 1392, 1308, lists of questions and objections, IPS Doc. No. 2999-D, etc.

31. File marked "Yamashita Case" and contents including: a review of the record of his trial, the Annex to the Review, one page of handwritten notes and a thirteen page draft[?] of a closing/opening argument/summation[?].

32. File marked "Itagaki" and contents including: an errata sheet, two "Draft Reply to Defense Summation on Seishiro Itagaki" in two stages of the draft, and one page of handwritten notes.

33. File marked "Miyano, Masatoshi" and contents including: translation of the Russian interrogation of Matsumasa Yonai, a summary of direct examination of Miyano, the report on the investigation on Miyano, errata sheet of errors in the translation of an affidavit by Miyano, several pages of excerpts of Miyano's testimony, pages of handwritten notes, affidavit by Miyano (Def. Doc.2565), IPS Doc. No. 629(Pt.1), document in oriental script marked "Doc.629", and a memo on the killing of the Doolittle Flyers.

34. File marked "Murata, Shozo" and contents: a memo from Sutton recommending against prosecution of Murata, a document entitled "Evaluation of Murata...", a memo on Murata, a "Dossier" on Murata, and two pages of handwritten notes.

35. Two files marked "Okura, Kunihiko" and contents, a collection of materials recommending against prosecution and
similar to the Murata file.

36. File marked "Ikezaka, Chuko" similar to two preceding files.

37. File of material relating to the response to the Hata summation and with materials listing the various summations - individual, general, IPS.

38. A collection of documents relating to the charges that the Japanese used gas warfare. Appears to be the charging documents and their supporting documents (including some in Chinese/Japanese(?)), a map (possibly of China - all the characters are oriental), and a document marked "confidential" on the use by the Japanese of chemical warfare.


40. A summary/memo of the defenses used by defendants and termed "Pretext" by the IPS personnel. Missing first page. File folder marked "Documents RE Japan's Claim of Self defense", including a complete copy of the summary of defenses and several accompanying memos.

41-42. See exhibits.

43. Lists of background material documents and books/pamphlets in the IPS library.

44. A request for a door between Sutton's and Tavenner's offices.

45. A request for document #625 to be translated.

46. File containing a memo on the Shinto religion.

47. Def.Doc. 2999 and statement offering it into evidence.

48. Collection of memos on the correct names of witnesses. Materials of "Progress Reports Regarding Witnesses".

49. Memo on "Cross-Examination of the Accused, Minami".

50. Folder of materials on Yoshirzawa, Kenkichi. Includes: transcript of interrogation and handwritten notes.


52. Envelope containing papers given to Sutten by John Young of Nanking. Most in Chinese[?].
53. See exhibits.

54. "Index, IPS Documents - Exhibits (Listed Numerically)"

55. Folder marked "Fall of Cabinets" containing handwritten notes and a copy of a memo on "Cross-examination of the Accused, Minami".

56. "Defense Documents -- Division I (Summaries)"

57. Folder marked "International Convention - Disciples of Christ" containing correspondence between Sutton and this religious organization to which he apparently belonged or to which he was sympathetic.

58. Memo on "Paper No. 1073, Request for Directions by Michael Levin on Behalf of Hoshino, Oshima, Shiratori, Kaya and Suzuki".

59. Folder marked "Charter" containing a copy of the $\Theta* = "Charter of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East" dated 10 Jan. 1946 and a chart showing membership and position in the Japanese cabinets during the war.

60. A document containing "The Cairo Conference...The Potsdam Declaration...Japanese Qualified Acceptance...Reply of United States...Final Japanese Acceptance...Instrument of Surrender...Moscow Conference Agreement..."

61. Copy of Defense Doc. 514

62. A full color "Japan Road Map 1:1,000,000" of "Southern Japan" "For Use by War and Navy Department Agencies only." A full color "China & Japan with Adjoining Countries" map "Compiled and Published by H.E.C. Robinson PTY. Ltd. 221-3 St. Sydney" "2nd edition"

63. Two charts of Japanese cabinet membership.

64. Program from the "International Convention of Disciples of Christ, Buffalo, New York, July 29-August 3, 1947"


66. Copy of a magazine entitled "World Call" June 1947

Sept 18 and 19 1931" which were found in the volume


70. Booklet "Nazi Conspiracy andAggression: Opinion and Judgment" US: GPO, 1947, and copy of a memo on "Nurnberg Rulings Which Might be Utilized to Expedite Trial" which was found in the booklet.


74. Def. Doc. 500-E Ex.3710-A R.36966

75. Def. Doc. 500-C Ex.3711-A R.36967

76. Folder marked "Memoranda to Attorneys" containing: a variety of memos from Sutton and from Tanenner which were circulated to all the staff attorneys

77. Folder marked "Summation Committee - General" containing: memos, lists, handwritten notes, a "Summary of Errors and Misstatements Made by Defense in Section 'J'--'Japan was Provoked into a War of Self Defense'", a second list of misstatements from Def. Doc. No.3100, and some suggested language for the reply to "Blakeney's 'Japanese-American Negotiations'."

78. 0 = "IPS Document No. 0008 General Index of the Record of the Defense Case.""Pages 16,998 - 24,758"

79. * = "Revised Index of Documents by Defendants and Discovery and Use of Additional Evidence From Documents in IPS Files"

80. "Index of Witnesses (Defense) 28 February '47 to 10 February 1948"

81. "Index of Exhibits (Defense) 26 February '47 to 31 Dec. '47, Exhibits No. 2283 to 3867"

82. A series of memos dated from August 1947 dealing with the Defense statements and documents on the Pacific war phase of the trial. Includes handwritten notes.

84. Folder marked "Staff Meetings" containing: memos regarding the availability of special study reports and other materials, assignments, and handwritten notes on staff meeting.

85. A handwritten note, in envelope, with "In Appreciation" on the outside of the note. Text "I want to thank you for your kindness and sympathy. I never thought that we would have such a short life together. We were so awfully happy and often talked about the lovely reception you gave us and your kindnesses will always be held in grateful remembrance."

86. A list of books available at the Ueno Imperial Library on the topic of the "Greater East Asia War (Pearl Harbor)."

87. "Defense Documents, Division II -- Manchurian Phase" a listing and description of defense documents.

88. @* = A copy of the Indictment.

89. A document entitled "All Military Aggression in China Including Atrocities Against Civilians and Others: Summary of Evidence and Not of Argument".

90. Folder marked "General Suggestions" containing: more copies of the memo on availability of special studies, various other memos, a document entitled "Index To Documents" dated 20 March 1947, and multiple copies of a series of papers entitled "General Suggestions, Paper #2-6. (#6 = *)

91. Memos on: "Special Assignment - Re. Extent to Which Prosecution May Rely Upon Interrogations of Defendants Introduced by the Defense" (with cover memo), admissibility of interrogatories, "Opening Statement by Defense on the Pacific War Phase", "Private and Tentative Drafts for Japanese-American Understanding" (with cover memo), and "Special Assignment - Pacific War Phase" (with cover memo).

92. Summary of "Japan's Plans and Preparations for War Prior to 6 September 1941"

Conference of 1930 and 1936".


95. Three copies of "Division V - Pacific War, Sub-Division IV - Military Phase (Naval Portion), Opening Statement" one of which is marked "Revised".

96. Folder marked: "Ribbentrop Matsuoka Conference" containing a memo on conversations between Ribbentrop and Matsuoka in Berlin on 27 March 1941 and an "Application for Permission to File the Affidavit of General George C. Marshall (Retired), Present Secretary of States of the United States, in Behalf of the Accused Oshima"

97. Folder marked "Assignments" containing: lists of IPS Attorneys, Accused and Witnesses; a document "submitted as a general outline for the organization of the International Prosecution Section for operation during the time that the Defense is presenting its evidence"; and two "Check Sheets" which contain ideas as they occurred to Tavenner.

98. Folder containing: an unsigned "Deed of Confirmation"; various personal documents - regarding a 60-day leave Sutton took (travel orders, hotel bills, medical clearance), newspaper clippings about him, a card with court room etiquette, a letter sealed with tape, calling cards, meal ticket, claim check, PX Critical Item card, Building pass, Jail Pass, swimming pool pass, flight schedule, a flyer on breaking the "Color Barriers in The Washington Theatre", a bio, an ad for an eight volume set on "The Nurnberg War Crimes Trial", several letters to Sutton, a menu, and various receipts.

99. "Supplement to Chronological Summary (Prosecution) Document No. 0001"

100. Folder with: list of contents/prices for a steamer trunk; baggage documents; info on wife and daughter's visit and travel documents; Pan American ads and brochures; and overseas telephone authorizations/bills from Tokyo.

101. The script of a play "Pantomania".

102. Folder containing: copies of letters to Chinese officials regarding the trials; two envelopes from Chinese officials to Sutton; copy of "Japan's Atrocity of Poisoning Chinese People by Means of Narcotics in her Formerly 'Occupied Areas' In China" signed by Wang Teh-pu and Liu Tsien-hsuan.

103. General personal correspondence, with correspondence relating to his practice in West Point.
104. Same.

105. Same, with additional material on his visit home and his wife and daughter going to Japan.

106. Same.

107. Same.

108. Same.

109. Copy of "Order: Overruling and Denying a General Application on Behalf of All the Accused and the Several Applications of Each Accused Respectively to Dismiss the Indictment"; lists of the motions to dismiss; lists of counsel for the defense.

110. Memo regarding Mrs. Grace Doughterty.


112. Page from the Feb, 13, 1947 "Nippon Times Magazine" and unidentified piece of a page from unknown source.

113. Drafts of non-trial related legal documents.

114. A memo on the search for "Telegram from Consul-General Hayashi to Foreign Minister Shidehara Re Impending Incident in Manchuria".

115. A memo on "Defense Deocument 635 -- List of Cabinet Members".

116. Memo on "Additional Scanning of IPS Documents"


Semi-Bound materials (unnumbered):

Defense Summation - Individual Summation, N-8 Itagake, Seishiro

" "   " "  , N-18 Sato, Kenryo
N-19 Shigemitsu, Mamoru
N-20 Shimada, Shigetaro

" "   " "  , N-9 Kaya, Okinori

" "   " "  , N-7 Hoshino, Naoki
Prosecution Summation - DD-4 Hata, Shunroku

Defense Summation - Individual Summation, N-22 Suzuki, Tetichi

Defense Summation - N-24 Tojo, Hideki

Defense Summation - N-23 Togo, Shigenori

Defense Summation - N-25 Umez, Yoshijiro

[All the Summations are * in transcripts.]

Decisions of Imperial Conferences, Liaison Conferences, Privy Council Meetings, Cabinet Meetings, Four Ministers' Conferences, Five Ministers' Conferences, Senior Statesmen's Meetings, Supreme War Plans Council, Joint Conferences and Miscellaneous Conferences. As Found in the Prosecution's Evidence. June, 1947.

Narrative Summary of Record - vols. I, II, III, XII, XIII, 


Defense Summation - Kiichiro Hiranuma (* in transcripts)

Analysis of Documentary Evidence - vols. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13a, 14


One large National Geographic Map of the "Pacific Ocean" dated Sept. 1943.

@* = Transcripts of the trial

@ = Exhibits from the trial
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Files 94-117</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other docs.</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>Other docs.</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sixth file cabinet is empty.